




GLOBAL CITIES  
AFTER DARK 2017

In November 2017, over 120 participants came together for Sydney’s 
inaugural Global Cities After Dark Forum. The forum bought 
together Government policy makers, police, urban planners, drug 
and alcohol experts, city councillors, music promoters and creatives  
to discuss and share ideas on night time culture. Global Cities After 
Dark was presented via a partnership between Electronic Music 
Conference and VibeLab founder Mirik Milan. 

GOAL
The goal of Global Cities After Dark is to approach night time culture from a 
global perspective - developing a global cities network to exchange knowledge, 
highlight best practices, and focus on the future solutions for successful and thriving 
nightlife globally. The 2017 program featured keynotes from five international 
specialists in various fields within night time culture globally; a group workshop 
facilitated by Waterfield Consulting and a series of breakout sessions hosted by a 
variety of leading specialists in health and safety, legislation, event creation, urban 
planning, visual art, music, gastronomy, innovation and infrastructure. 

Sydney Lord Mayor Clover Moore



We were honoured to have Sydney Lord Mayor Clover Moore officially welcome 
the delegates at the opening of the forum. Global Cities After Dark is organised 
in partnership with the City of Sydney who understands the important social, 
cultural and economic value vibrant and safe nightlife offers to Sydneysiders.  
We also thank Create NSW, APRA AMCOS and Eventbrite for their additional 
support that made hosting this forum possible. 

This paper is to give insight into the forum and help create a common discourse  
on the Night Time Economy. It also seeks to set goals for any city or town to 
become destinations loved both locally and globally - day and night. 

We welcome you to send us any feedback, comments, questions or ideas you 
have after reviewing this outcomes paper. Your input can only help drive the 
conversation forward and help us all to keep addressing our challenges within  
our home cities and towns. 

HOW DO I GET IN TOUCH? 
Email contact@globalcitiesafterdark.com

The 2018 Global Cities After Dark dates, first speakers and program has now been 
announced. Tickets are onsale now at globalcitiesafterdark.com. We look forward 
to welcoming you to Sydney for Global Cities After Dark 2018. 

Mirik Milan & Jane Slingo - Global Cities After Dark



AUSTRALIA ALWAYS  
HAS AND ALWAYS WILL 
BE ABORIGINAL LAND
Aboriginal Australia is recognised as the oldest 
living culture in the world. The Aboriginal 
people in NSW experienced significant and 
devastating changes to their way of life  
as a result of the European colonisation  
of Australia. 

Indigenous cultural expression plays a major role in the revitalisation of cultural 
practices and continued strengthening of Aboriginal identity. Indigenous culture 
is informed by the past, and that Indigenous cultural expression is a vital part of 
contemporary society.

The public sector plays an important role in supporting, maintaining and nurturing 
Indigenous cultural heritage and expression.

We acknowledge the traditional owners of the land that the inaugural Global 
Cities After Dark forum was held on. We acknowledge the Gadigal of the Eora 
Nation, the traditional custodians of this land and pay our respects to the Elders 
both past and present. 

We are committed to the process of reconciliation to ensure that Sydney remains 
a place to live, work and play for all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples. 
Sydney always has and always will be Aboriginal land. 



KEY TAKEOUTS

MIRIK MILAN - WHY 
CULTURAL DIVERSITY  
AND INCLUSIVENESS  
IS THE KEY

“Night is a place for non regulated  areas  
- there must room for the unexpected for  
nightlife to be truly vibrant”

Mirik is a global advocate for night time culture. He is the 
creator of the Amsterdam’s Night Mayor Foundation and 
served as Amsterdam’s Night Mayor since 2012. He is also  
Co Curator and Host of Global Cities After Dark. 

 Empowering bottom up communities in creating a rich and cultural  
 diverse  offer will lead to more social and ethnically inclusive cities.  
 A culturally  diverse city is the answer to modern-day populism

  Providing a platform + giving creative space = cultural diversity 
  Content comes before policy - people always come first.  

 No one ever gained anything from policy alone
  A bottom up and top down structure is vital to successful nightlife 
 Name all the pink elephants, even if it’s a really small one stacked  

 away under the table
 Always keep your promises, your word is everything



KEY TAKEOUTS

LUTZ LEICHSENRING 
CREATIVE FOOTPRINT 
INDEX
Lutz is Founder of The Creative Footprint & Spokesperson/
Executive Board Member, Berlin Clubcommision

 Literature, Performing Arts, Music and Visual Arts is at the core of what  
 makes a truly cultural city

 Development is top-down; communities are bottom-up - a balance is essential 
 The importance of creative space: 

  It shapes the perception of a city. It’s something people create  
  with love and out of love;
  There is a tourism benefit - a huge number of tourists  
  are  coming  to Berlin for modern culture, not history; 
  Artistic communities bring real estate benefits; 
  Spaces that are unique, attractive, aspirational, inclusive  
  and participatory delivery social and identification benefits. 

 Cities need to measure the cultural impact of late night venues,  
 not just the financial impact

 Measuring cultural impact data raises awareness, protects creative space,  
 influences decision makers, builds communities, helps to develop international  
 indexes to measure a city’s creative vibrancy; and creates connections  
 internationally for sharing of knowledge

“When areas have a vibrant culture, people want 
to move there and residential building increases. 
If cities want to keep those areas vibrant and 
creative, they need to invest and have community 
consultation to ensure venues aren’t shut down.”



KEY TAKEOUTS

KATE BECKER  
POLITICAL RISK  
IN THE INTEREST  
OF PROGRESS
Kate is the Director of the Office  
of Film & Music, City of Seattle

 Honest conversation is not everyone’s cup of tea - it’s important to take  
 politicians into those environments. Police often have misperceptions  
 of what’s happening in those spaces - they need to see how positive it  
 is firsthand. The debauchery and drug use people assume is happening  
 is often not accurate. 

 Taking political risks for change. For example, the introduction of safety  
 kits for people inhabiting non-compliant spaces for creativity or work.  

 All ages venues are the hotbeds for cultural activism. 
 Staying abreast of best practises is one of the best ways to get politicians  

 to take action. 

“Political leaders can not make  
effective decisions about nightlife  

without involvement of the people  
who create the culture.”



“Pill testing is not the magic bullet solution,  
but it brings different stakeholders together  
to talk about the issues.”

KEY TAKEOUTS

PROF. ADAM WINSTOCK 
SAVING LIVES BY 
EDUCATING PEOPLE 
ABOUT HOW TO USE 
DRUGS PROPERLY



Prof. Adam Winstock CEO Global Drug Survey’s and  
a Consultant Psychiatrist MBBS, BSc, MSc, MD, MRCP 
MRCPsych, FAChAM

 Governments, police and the population need to have honest 
 conversations about drugs to create effective policies

 Through honesty we receive data which we provide to media,  
 who in turn write stories that naturally discuss harm minimisation,  
 with the aim of hopefully shifting the conversation over time

 It’s about providing factual information about risk and reward that  
 doesn’t  patronise drug users, because most drug users are informed  
 adults making a lifestyle decision and 90% will not experience health 
 or safety problems from their drug use

 We need to make drug use safer regardless of legal status -  
 whether a drug  is legal or not people can misuse it

 We need to talk to people about dosing, but it’s hard when people 
 don’t know what’s in their drugs

 4 things to do: 
 1. Change licensing laws for night time venues so they  
  have to promote harm reduction information for drink  
  and drugs PILOT AND EVALUATE
 2. Train staff in RSA and SURRR  
  (Substance Use Risk Recognition and Response)
 3.  Make it pay to run safe venues with low levels of  
  public disturbance and emergency service utilisation 
   4.  Promote safe places for honest conversations  
  to reach shared outcomes



KEY TAKEOUTS

GROUP WORKSHOP 
CREATING A SUCCESS 
MAP FOR ALL GLOBAL 
CITIES 
Facilitated by Kevin Nuttall, 
Founder & Director Waterfield

The objective of the workshop was to develop a Global Cities Success  
Map for a vibrant, safe and sustainable after dark environment.
 
THE STRUCTURE OF THE SUCCESS MAP IS

 A picture of what success looks like in the future
 The levers required to realise this success
 The key action priority areas in the short to medium term
 Who is responsible for key deliverables



WORKSHOP CONTEXT AND PROCESS
Influencing a complex ecosystem to realise positive outcomes is a significant 
challenge. When the system is complex the temptation is to gravitate towards 
simple mono-dimensional solutions that typically create as many negative 
unintended consequences as they solve.  The Night Time Economy in all cities  
is made up of many ‘Independent Actors”[1]. In Sydney City’s case over  
20 independent actors were identified.
 
The Success Map approach starts a shared vision of what success looks  
like. These are stated as a set of future positive outcomes. Against these  
7 Outcome areas, each city can identify its biggest gaps.

To close the gaps, the group identified the following levers for change:

NUMBER OUTCOME DESCRIPTION

1. Nightlife integral to 
the City’s international 
reputation

The NTE is seen as an asset by the city’s  
resident, workers and visitors

2. Diverse entertainment  
in diverse locations

Across the city are vibrant night time activities 
made up of different entertainment suitable 
for different audiences eg young, old, families, 
couples etc

3. Year-round cultural 
activities

Vibrant night time culture demands consistent 
cultural activities outside of marquee and 
seasonal event. It is essential to have ongoing 
cultural activities for both residents and visitors 
all year round

4. Supportive regulations,  
services and infrastructure

Nighttime is a resource that deserves value 
and efficiency. Regulations, services and 
infrastructure need to create room  
for the unexpected so the creative community 
can innovate in unanticipated ways in 
experimental spaces

5. Open and collaborative  
approach to solving issues

There is a broad recognition that the NTE is  
a fundamental asset to the city and everyone 
is committed to making it work Vs adversarial 
approach to change

6. Deep, growing and  
diverse talent pool

The NTE requires new talent to maintain and 
grow the NTE. Talent needs to be identified  
and developed to create a sustainable NTE

7. Demonstrable positive 
social  
and economic benefits

The impacts the NTE are measured and 
demonstrably contributing to social capital  
and economic prospeity



KEY TAKEOUTS

WORKSHOP 
If every city focused on these drivers for positive change,  
they would move their city towards the desired Outcomes.

From this discussion, the participants were asked what projects that,  
if done globally, would benefit every city to help create a vibrant,  
safe and sustainable nightlife. The following key projects were agreed  
as being the most important:

NUMBER LEVER FOR CHANGE DESCRIPTION

1. Baseline and measuring Building a credible evidence base to inform  
decision-making and support advocacy

2. Shared vision and 
champions

If all the parts of the NTE unite around a clear 
vision of the future and are prepared  to act 
positive change is possible
 

3. Collaborative and honest 
dialogue
 

The stakeholder group is large with diverse and 
sometimes conflicting interests. Polarising into 
different camps means a lot of energy is wasted 
and ‘solutions’ are likely to be suboptimal

4. Coordinated approach
 

People are busy therefore efforts need to be 
focused on high value projects

5. Spaces and regulations  
for innovation and 
experimentation

The NTE thrives on creativity and innovation.  
Spaces and supportive regulations are needed  
to allow experiments to happen to test ideas 
quickly and at low cost

6. Identify and create more 
diverse cultural activities

Cities are melting pots of many cultures and 
ethnicities. When this diversity is given a place 
to flourish and be celebrated everyone  
is enriched

7. Education and changing 
expectations

People need information to increase their 
understanding of what makes for a vibrant city 
and how this is encouraged and nurtured

8. Refresh regulatory 
framework

Regulation needs to keep pace with the  
changing nightlife and innovations to enable  
to environment to evolve

9. Market and promote the 
new persona

Establishing the changing persona of a city 
encourages people to engage and creates a 
virtuous cycle



CONCLUSION
WORKSHOP 
Given the number of and diversity of the participants 
at the workshop (some 2,000 years of experience) the 
consensus on the Levers for Change and the 2018 key 
projects was very tight.

The key now is to make these projects real and deliver 
value for all Global Cities seeking to create successful 
Night Time Culture and Economy.



KEY TAKEOUTS

EXPERT SESSIONS  
- CELEBRATING SAFELY
POLICING ILLICIT DRUG 
USE AT CLUBS, PUBS AND 
FESTIVALS PRESENTED
 

Dr. Caitlin Hughes 
Senior Research Fellow, National Drug and  
Alcohol Research Centre, UNSW Australia

POLICING AT CLUBS, PUBS AND FESTIVALS  
- WHY SHOULD WE CARE?

 Common sites of illicit drug use: Estimated that 11-23% patrons at clubs   
 and pubs use illicit drugs on any night out (e.g. Deehan and Saville,   
 2003; Hughes et al, 2011; Miller et al, 2015) 

 Police presence is one of the foremost responses underpinned by the  
 assumption that police can deter or prevent drug use & trafficking 

 Limited evidence of deterrence exists (Babor et al, 2010) 
 Increasingly problematic as an expanding array of “high deterrent”  

 police strategies have been deployed
 Growing concerns that such strategies may have adverse public safety  

 and public health impacts 

HOW HAVE WE BEEN TACKLING THIS ISSUE?
 Experimental surveys to assess the impacts of policing (versus absence  

 of policing) on the extent and nature of drug use and supply 
 Following up patrons as they go out at night to get real world data  

 on drug use and police encounters  
 International surveys to compare policing experiences across the globe 



THE FOUR POLICING APPROACHES 
 High visibility police
 Riot police
 Collaborative police
 Drug detection dogs

EXPERIMENTAL SURVEY OF IMPACTS OF POLICING 
METHODS:

 A purpose-built online survey was constructed - Drug Policing Survey -  
 involving a series of 10 hypothetical experimental deterrence vignettes

 Proven method used in psychology, behavioural economics and criminology  
 to provide insight into intended behaviours while controlling key variables  
 of interest (Aviram, 2012; Nagin, 2013; Wallander, 2009)

 Depicted four different Australian police strategies and a counter-factual  
 (no police), across the two different settings (festivals and licensed  
 entertainment  precints)

HIGH VISIBILITY POLICE RIOT POLICE COLLABORATIVE POLICE DRUG DETECTION DOGS



IMPACTS OF POLICING AT FESTIVALS 
 77.4% respondents reported they would engage in illicit drug offending if  

 there were no police presence, compared to 72.8% given police presence. This 
 suggests that on average police presence will reduce drug offending by 4.6%
.

 Police presence was associated with significant reductions in engagement in 
 illicit drug use and possession. For example, on average 69.6% respondents  
 said they would use drugs given police presence, compared to 76.5% given  
 no police presence. But there were only negligible reductions in engagement  
 in supply related activities: social supply or sales. And, reported engagement  
 in buying illicit drugs was actually higher given police presence: 39.5% versus  
 36.8% - a statistically significant increase.

IMPACTS AT LICENSED ENTERTAINMENT PRECINCTS
 68.1% respondents reported they would engage in any form of illicit drug  

 offending at licensed entertainment precincts if there was no police presence,  
 compared to 59.3% given police presence. This suggests that on average  
 police presence will reduce overall drug offending at licensed entertainment  
 precincts by 8.8% points.

 Consistent with the festivals, the largest reductions occurred in use and  
 possession: with a 11.5% point reduction in illicit drug use and a 14.3% point  
 reduction in possession respectively.

 But, in this case there was also a small reduction in buying, as well as social  
 supply or for-profit sale (of 1.9%-6.3% points).

Engagement in any drug offending at festivals: by policing strategy 

Type of drug offending at festivals, by policing strategy



OTHER ADVERSE IMPACTS OF POLICING
 Switch in where people use drugs e.g. home
 Switch in what people use e.g. increased use of “less detectable substances”
 Change in type of venue frequented e.g. from clubs to warehouses
 Fear of calling police or authorities if they or their friend are in trouble
 General loss of respect amongst young people for police

WAYS FORWARD IN POLICING 
 Avoid police modalities that incite fear e.g. drug dogs
 Reduce the intensity of policing
 Focus on minimising net harm – rather than just crime control
 Focus on building procedural legitimacy of policing approaches  

 e.g. Breaking down ‘us’ versus ‘them’ mentality

DISCUSSION AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS
 Reinforces important trade-offs in public health and crime control in  

 policing of outdoor music festivals and licensed entertainment precincts
 Capacity to deter will be minimal: an average of 4.6-8.8% points
 Most deterrent impacts will reduce use, not supply related activity
 Risks that using police to deter will lead to perverse impacts e.g.  

 incentivising patrons to buy drugs when out
 Particularly high risk with the newer deterrent strategies
 Raises new questions about how to shift towards a better balance

Type of drug offending at LEPs, by policing strategy



KEY TAKEOUTS

EXPERT SESSIONS  
- CITY CENTRES AT NIGHT
MANAGING THE NEWTOWN 
BUSINESS PRECINCT 
ASSOCIATION’S NIGHT 
TIME ECONOMY ALLIANCE

Simon Shaw
Director, Capstone Collective

WHAT DOES A VIBRANT NIGHT  
TIME CITY CENTRE LOOK LIKE?

 Diverse entertainment and locations
 Year round cultural activity
 Integrated public transport
 Effective exchange of information
 United approach to problem solving 
 Aligned regulations
 Incentives for better operation
 Precinct based plan of management
 Domestic and international reputation





HOW DO YOU GET THESE PEOPLE TOGETHER  
IN AN EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT WAY?
REGULATORS:

 Government departments and agencies that regulate the NTE  
 (City of Sydney, Inner West Council, NSW State Government)

 Support services that support the NTE - hospitals, police, industry 
 associations and media (Royal Prince Alfred, Newtown LAC, Retail Association  
 of Australia, Australian Hotels Association, Transport Solution Providers)

 Visitors - individuals and organisations that represent Local, Regional,  
 Interstate and International visitors (visitors and organisation who are well  
 travelled and experienced in the visiting local NTE’s)

 Businesses - any business that is open during, or contributes to the night time  
 economy (Food & Beverage, Arts & Entertainment, Retail, Professional Services)

 Residents - People who live in and around the night time economy 
 destination  (1 vocal, local resident, a representative from a local resident  
 action group) 

WHAT DOES THE ALLIANCE DO? 
 Engagement - Facilitates the connection between all the stakeholders  

 and the discussions they have;
 Advocacy - Develops the evidence required to advocate for change,  

 activate campaigns that make the changes happen;
 Marketing - Communicates the outcomes of our discussions with  

 a broader audience



THE RESULTS SO FAR

Success Measurement Method of Reporting Success Measurement Method of Reporting

Maintaining a safe night time environment Crime statistic reports and local resident perceptions Value for money Visitor Surveys

40% of Businesses open after 6pm Customer Exit Surveys Accessibility (transport) Transport for NSW Reporting & Visitor feedback

40% of visitors after 6pm are over 40 years old Customer Exit Surveys
 

Diversity of Product Offering NPBA database of local businesses and the 
breakdown of their categories

Increased compliance and efficiencies in the 
compliance processes

Reporting from aligned departments Wayfnding & knowing ‘What’s On’ Report on local marketing activity

Increases in Economic Development Drivers Council Reporting Vibrant Events & Festivals Culture Diverse and regular precinct based event calendar

Thriving High Streets Local precinct surveys and reporting The ‘Cool’ Factor Visitor Surveys

Availability of affordable Accommodation Local business database and accomodation 
specific reporting

A safe and welcoming environment Visitor Surveys

Success Measurement Method of Reporting Success Measurement Method of Reporting

Less or easier to manage compliance Local Business Survey A feeling of safety at night Resident survey and ‘Newtown Vibe Roundtable

Marketing - to drive visitation & awareness Report on local marketing activity Shops that are open at night Local Resident Survey

Vibrant Events & Festivals Culture Diverse and regular precinct based event calendar Affordability Local Resident Survey

Increased profitability Local Business Survey Diversity of Products & Services Local business survey/database

Support & Training in providing unique visitor 
experiences

Local Business Survey A cool ‘Vibe’ Resident survey and ‘Newtown Vibe Roundtable

A centralised organisation/body for night time activity To be scoped as part of this project

Success Measurement Method of Reporting

Increased visitor education on how people and 
businesses should interact with a night time economy

To be scoped as part of this project

Meeting consumer needs for transport Transport for NSW pedestrian flow reports

Downward trend (per capita) in Non-Domestic 
Assualt reports

Crime Statistics

Downward trend in general Crime Statistics Crime Statistics

Reduced emergency ward admissions at night RPA report on night time admissions by type

SUPPORT SERVICES

BUSINESSES

REGULATORS

RESIDENTS

VISITORS



KEY TAKEOUTS

EXPERT SESSIONS  
- BREAKING DOWN  
THE WALLS REDEFINING 
URBAN SPACESALLIANCE
Jemma Cole 
Co Founder & Director, Soft Centre

BACKGROUND SOFT CENTRE AND THE DIY SCENE
 Soft Centre is a one day experimental art, light and sound festival that  

 takes place at a decommissioned power station in Western Sydney that’s  
 been transformed into an incredible arts facility by Liverpool City Council. 

 The theme of Breaking Down The Walls is central to Jemma’s practice of  
 redefining and reimagining urban spaces. 

 Soft Centre was created via the passion for curating lineups that force people  
 to explore new music and art, whilst also allowing people to explore unique  
 spaces, buildings and architecture

 Through this duality of exploration the experience is enhanced, and  
 possibilities are opened up as potential spurs of inspiration for artists to  
 express themselves in a different way as they’re forced into adapting  
 to brand new environments. 

 Through Jemma’s personal love for parties in unique spaces, after some time  
 operating in the DIY warehouse party scene, she started to get frustrated by  
 the fact that these vibrant parties in unique spaces and location only existed  
 in the underground and outside of that people who were afforded the opportunity  
 to to do cool activations in cool spaces were corporates or those with council  
 relationships, which is like a roll of the dice. 

 It is Jemma and her partner’s belief that these opportunities shouldn’t be  
 afforded only to this exclusive section of society, or chosen curators and  
 artists. As art presenters, they shouldn’t have to break the law and risk  
 everything just to use the spaces in their own city for good events supporting  
 boundary-pushing art and music. 

 When it comes to throwing parties in general in Sydney even without using  
 an interesting space there are alot of barriers. So instead of sitting around  
 and bitching, Jemma and her partners wanted to show them up. Hence Soft  
 Centre was born.



SOFT CENTRES FIRST EDITION 
 Soft Centres first edition was in September 2017
 The core focusses were to showcase underground artists; provide a rare  

 platform for these artists that commonly exists in the fringes and sometimes  
 only exists in the warehouse and DIY scene; and to host the first edition in  
 an untraditional venue. 

 Jemma and her partners spent months staring at maps of Sydney and its  
 outer limits, driving around on venue recs and cold calling numerous lease  
 makers, property owners and community centres. It was an incredibly  
 challenging process. 

 The barriers Jemma and her partner were confronted with in the search  
 to find the right space included - lack of any knowledge of anyone at the  
 council; no one had any real reason or want to trust Jemma or her partners;  
 and being in Sydney - having no cashflow to execute their ideas in a city  
 that is known as one of the more expensive cities in the world. 

 When Jemma and her partners first came across Casula Powerhouse  
 Centre they thought they’d found their dream venue. 

 For those not familiar with the venue - Casula Powerhouse Arts Centre  
 (CPAC) is a decommissioned power station come cultural facility run by  
 Liverpool City Council. Initially it was zoned to where the airport was going  
 to go. When the airport was relocated, CPAC recruited a new Creative  
 Director Craig Donarski. 

 The Soft Centre team were in the right place at the right time - Liverpool  
 City Council was looking at ways to activate the space and to attract a new  
 and younger audience to CPAC. Ultimately Liverpool City Council took a  
 chance on these event creators who had no documented experience outside  
 of their warehouse/DIY events in the past.

Sam Whiteside’s Second Ceiling of Lasers



COMMISSION SITE SPECIFIC WORKS
In addition to the music program, Soft Centre also featured the following 
commissioned works that intersected with the magnificent architecture of CPAC:

 Meagan Streader’s Response VI (Partition II) aimed to destabilise and  
 challenge visual perspectives through an immersive experience within  
 a reconstructed light corridor. Preconceived ideas of the physical gallery  
 must be discarded in order to imagine new pathways and examine one’s  
 physical presence within the space; 

WITH THE SUPPORT AND OPEN MINDEDNESS OF LIVERPOOL 
CITY COUNCIL, CPAC ALLOWED SOFT CENTRE TO: 

 Push people outside of the sydney bubble and explore the incredible  
 culture that exists in Western Sydney;

 Provide a platform for artists where they could reach new audiences; (and  
 previously that mainly existed only in the fringes or in warehouse spaces)

 Take over the entire venue so Soft Centre could be given free reign to think  
 about creative ways they could work with the incredible architecture and  
 find ways where art, music and light could intersect with the building;

 Use this untraditional venue you as a blank slate to create their own  
 inclusive world. 



KEY TAKEOUTS

EXPERT SESSIONS -  
CITY CENTRES AT NIGHT 
VIBRANT, SAFE AND SUSTAINABLE  
CITY CENTRES AT NIGHT - OPEN SYDNEY

Libby Harris 
Night Time City Manager, City of Sydney

OPEN SYDNEY STRATEGY AND ACTION PLAN, FULL 
STRATEGY AND ACTION PLAN AVAILABLE HERE
http://www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0014/132224/2013-054826-OPEN- 
Sydney-Strategy-and-Action-Plan-FINAL-version-February-2013.pdf

 OPEN Sydney is the City’s vision for Sydney at night and was endorsed  
 by Council in February 2013

 Aim is to develop a world class, sustainable and safe night time economy
 Five goals; Global, Connected, Diverse, Inviting and Safe, Responsive

OPEN SYDNEY TARGET OUTCOMES - CLEAR MEASURES  
OF SUCCESS: IN SYDNEY BY 2030:

 40% people using the city > 40 years (2015 - 14%)
 40% of businesses > 6pm will be shops (2015 - 26%
 Double annual turnover to $30 billion (2015 – $19.3 billion)
 25% increase in jobs (2015 - 32,411 - Core NTE)

Data through other sources such as ABS

Image courtesy of City of Sydney



OPEN SYDNEY ACTION PLAN HAS OVER 251 ACTIONS,  
OVER 70% ARE IN ACTION OR COMPLETE 

GOAL 1: GLOBAL  
LEADERSHIP, GOVERNANCE, CO ORDINATION

 Annual Australian NTE report
 Coordination groups
 Research

AUSTRALIAN NTE REPORT 2015 AVAILABLE HERE 
https://www.lgnsw.org.au/files/imce-uploads/100/Australian-Night-Time-Economy-2009-to-2015-FINAL.pdf

 Sydney largest NTE in Australia
 $19.3 billion sales turnover
 12,457 businesses
 113,845 jobs

INTERNATIONAL ENGAGEMENT
 Global Cities After Dark

RESEARCH
 Pedestrian counts twice annually
 Floor space employment survey
 CENSUS information
 Crime data

Image courtesy of City of Sydney



GOAL 2: CONNECTED  
INTEGRATED TRANSPORT – VISITOR INFORMATION

KEY ACTIONS
 Destination marketing
 Secure taxi ranks
 Wayfinding
 Advocacy to NSW Government

GOAL 3: DIVERSE  
OPTIONS AT NIGHT - PLANNED GROWTH

KEY ACTIONS
 More leisure and entertainment options
 Retail planning reforms
 Art After Hours celebrates 10 years
 Taskforce work with cultural institutions
 Events - business engagement with City Events
 Vivid
 Art & About
 Chinese NY
 Beams festival
 Cultural Policy and Live Music & Performance Action Plan
 Business support grants

GOAL 4: INVITING AND SAFE  
PUBLIC SPACES, CULTURAL NORMS
Improve public spaces and drinking culture

 24 hour Cleansing & waste services
 CCTV cameras
 Over 100 cameras monitored 24/7
 Live feeds to local police stations
 Police in the room on Fri & Sat nights

GOAL 5: RESPONSIVE
REGULATION, CUTTING RED TAPE

KEY ACTIONS
 Open & Creative City regulatory reforms
 Business seminar series
 Integrated place-based plans



OPEN SYDNEY  
WHAT’S NEXT?

 Open & Creative City reforms
 Review of late night trading DCP
 Night time economy advisory panel
 Place-based night time activation  

 collaboration and funding

PLACE-BASED NIGHT TIME  
ACTIVATION FUNDING

 Business support grants

REGULATORY REFORMS
 Open & Creative City reforms
  Review of late night trading DCP

NIGHTLIFE AND CREATIVE  
SECTOR ADVISORY PANEL 

 Announced in May 2018

Image courtesy of City of Sydney



globalcitiesafterdark.com
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